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  Jessica K. Altman, Insurance Commissioner of the Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania, in her Official Capacity as Rehabilitator (the "Rehabilitator") of 

Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania ("SHIP"), filed an Application 

in Support of Rehabilitator's Statement Regarding Restructuring of Insurance 

Liabilities in Rehabilitation (the "Application") on November 8, 2021.  Intervenor 

the National Organization of Life and Health Insurance Guaranty Associations 

("NOLHGA") answers in pertinent part:   

1. NOLHGA supports the tax objectives of the proposed restructuring but 
continues to have concerns about how it is being explained. 

 
As noted in its prior filings with this Court, NOLHGA understands that the 

restructuring contemplated by the Rehabilitator's Statement Regarding 

Restructuring of Insurance Liabilities in the Rehabilitation of Senior Health 

Insurance Company of Pennsylvania ("Restructuring Statement") and the creation 

of the UBL1 is a notional accounting mechanism to accomplish certain tax 

objectives, specifically to seek a discharge of indebtedness equal to SHIP's 

possible ultimate insolvency without creating taxable income for SHIP.  

NOLHGA's understanding of these issues is based on its experience with receivers 

who have pursued similar approaches for this tax purpose in connection with other 

insurer insolvencies.  NOLHGA supports the Rehabilitator's general approach and 

                                              
1 Capitalized terms not defined in this Response have the meanings ascribed to them in the 
Restructuring Statement.  
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her objectives of (1) ensuring that the restructuring does not result in negative tax 

consequences for policyholders and (2) seeking favorable tax outcomes for SHIP 

in order to preserve estate assets.  However, the Rehabilitator's explanation of the 

proposed policy restructuring is still not clear, and NOLHGA reiterates its earlier 

concerns about the lack of clarity in how the restructuring and its effect on 

policyholders is described, as expressed in NOLHGA's Amended Formal 

Comments (pages 11-14) and NOLHGA's Proposed Findings of Fact and 

Conclusions of Law (FF 23-25, CL 16, 28(B) and 29(E)).   

2. Certain references to guaranty association obligations and liabilities are 
inaccurate and may mislead readers. 

 
The Application, in a discussion of benefits for the policyholders and for 

SHIP, states that "[t]he approach [the restructuring] also facilitates and helps define 

with clarity any potential third-party involvement (such as reinsurance, if 

applicable) and Guaranty Association ('GA') obligations, if any."  Application, 

paragraph 21(a).  The suggestion that the proposed policy restructuring "helps 

define" guaranty association obligations is inaccurate and possibly misleading.  

Guaranty association obligations are defined by the state statutes that govern each 

guaranty association, and the obligations will be determined if and when each 

guaranty association is statutorily activated to provide coverage to SHIP's 

policyholders.  National Association of Insurance Commissioners Life and Health 

Insurance Guaranty Association Model Act § 3(A); see also, e.g., 40 P.S. § 
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991.1703(a).    Elsewhere in the Restructuring Statement, the Rehabilitator 

correctly recognizes that the proposed policy restructuring "will not affect any 

policyholder's or other creditor's rights or the obligations of any State's Guaranty 

Association."  Restructuring Statement, page 2 (emphasis added).  NOLHGA 

agrees that the policy restructuring that will result in the notional allocation of 

liabilities to the IFRPV and UBL does not affect the rights or obligations of the 

guaranty associations that may be triggered by SHIP's receivership.   

The Application and Restructuring Statement also reference guaranty 

association liabilities in their summaries of the PLRs to be requested by the 

Rehabilitator.  The Application states that "[s]uch restructuring or modification 

will consist of…Any court-approved modification, continuation or enhancement of 

any Policy provisions or any benefit or funding amounts or liabilities under any 

LTC Policy by a GA or its designated agent should the Court find that the 

Company is insolvent and should be liquidated."  Application, paragraph 40(b); 

Restructuring Statement, page 27.  While this sentence appears to refer to guaranty 

association liabilities (or coverage) in liquidation, the language is ambiguous and 

confusing.  (What does "court-approved" modify?  What does "by a GA or its 

designated agent" modify?  Is the sentence referring to changes that occur in both 
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rehabilitation and liquidation or just liquidation?2)  The PLR issued in connection 

with the policy restructurings in the Penn Treaty/ANIC liquidations (which the 

Application says the proposed restructuring in SHIP is based on) did not include 

this language or seek any rulings related to guaranty association liabilities in 

liquidation.  See PLR 201845020 (Aug. 15, 2018).  It is difficult to identify 

whether the reference to the guaranty associations is objectionable since the text is 

unclear.  To the extent the purpose and effect of this language is consistent with the 

Rehabilitator's overall goals of ensuring that the restructuring does not result in 

negative tax consequences for policyholders and seeking favorable tax outcomes 

for SHIP in order to preserve estate assets, NOLHGA does not object.  To the 

extent this language is intended to mean or be used for any other purpose, 

however, the language may be objectionable.  NOLHGA encourages the 

Rehabilitator to clarify this point in her filings with the IRS and in future 

communications about these issues.   

3. The Application and Restructuring Statement include certain other 
ambiguities. 

 
NOLHGA previously noted that the Rehabilitation Plan did not address how 

such elections made by (or defaults applied to) policyholders would affect the UBL 

                                              
2 It is also unclear why the Application and Restructuring Statement appear to be referring to 
benefits, funding amounts, or liabilities that could arise if SHIP is liquidated when the titles of 
the documents themselves refer to restructuring of insurance liabilities in rehabilitation.   
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even though the Rehabilitation Plan was clear that the proposed policy 

restructuring would not affect the elections made by or available to policyholders 

under the Rehabilitation Plan.  See Approved Rehabilitation Plan, pages 91-92.  

The Application and Restructuring Statement likewise do not address how 

policyholder elections under the Rehabilitation Plan will affect the UBL, if at all.  

This should be corrected.  

NOLHGA also previously noted that there was language in the 

Rehabilitation Plan's discussion of the UBL that could be read to affect benefits 

under the policies and the permanence of benefit modifications made under the 

Rehabilitation Plan.  Approved Rehabilitation Plan, page 92.  The Restructuring 

Statement includes similar language: "It is possible, but not guaranteed or 

projected, that Plan results will enable SHIP to make partial payments of the UBL 

before the end of the last Phase under the Plan. In such event, the Rehabilitator will 

have discretion to make payments of the UBL to Policy Owners or apply any such 

amounts back into the applicable Policy to provide additional benefits thereunder."  

Restructuring Statement, page 7.  It is not clear how such "additional benefits" 

would be provided and whether the policyholder elections made under the 

Rehabilitation Plan would affect such "additional benefits." 

These ambiguities – questions left unanswered by the Restructuring 

Statement – may not need to be addressed at this time.  NOLHGA raises its 
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concerns about the ambiguities that persist in the language, however, and it notes 

that NOLHGA reserves its right to object, if necessary, if issues relating to these 

ambiguities arise in the future.     

Respectfully submitted, 
 
FAEGRE DRINKER BIDDLE &  
REATH LLP 

 
Dated:  December 8, 2021 

/s/ D. Alicia Hickok   
D. Alicia Hickok, PA ID No. 87604 

     One Logan Square, Suite 2000 
     Philadelphia, PA  19103 
     Telephone:  215-988-3364 
     Facsimile:  215-988-2857 
     alicia.hickok@faegredrinker.com 

 
Caryn M. Glawe (pro hac vice) 
Jane Dall Wilson (pro hac vice) 
300 North Meridian Street, Suite 2500 
Indianapolis, IN  46204 
Telephone:  317-237-0300 
Facsimile:  317-237-1000 
caryn.glawe@faegredrinker.com 
jane.wilson@faegredrinker.com  
 
Attorneys for the National Organization of 
Life and Health Insurance Guaranty 
Associations 
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Cozen O'Connor 
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Patrick Cantilo 
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A copy of the foregoing was also served by electronic transmission via PacFile 

and was served upon the email addresses shown on the master service list available 

as of the date of filing, and upon the persons admitted as intervenors, with address 

by U.S. mail on: 

James F. Lapinski     Georgianna Parisi 
P.O. Box 291395     257 Regency Ridge Dr. 
Port Orange, FL 32129    Dayton, OH 45459 
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